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ASHWELL BIOMASS HEAT CABINS 
 

The Ashwell Containerised Heat Cabin offers a complete cost effective biomass boiler house and fuel store solution ready to “plug in 

and go.” Ashwell Heat Cabins are complete boiler houses incorporating boilers, pumps, pipe work, fuel stores and electrical 

connections. A full range of biomass boilers are offered in the Ashwell Bio Heat Cabin, each one bespoke to the customer’s 

requirements. 

 

 

External features 

Standard cabins are built within shipping containers and are 

available in various sizes from 6.06m (20ft) - 12.09m (40ft) in 

length, 2.44m in width and 2.89m in height. A range of 

decorative wood or steel claddings in a comprehensive range of 

colours to blend in with any situation are available. Bespoke 

cabins are also available upon request. 

 

Boiler house design 

A computer aided design (CAD) system is used to design a layout 

offering optimum performance while giving consideration to 

future maintenance requirements of the boiler. 

 

As the sizing and integration of the system is crucial, Ashwell Biomass offer a complete hydronic consulting design to ensure that the 

biomass boiler is appropriately sized and can be integrated into a new or existing heating system.  Any of our boilers of up to approx 

950kW output can be incorporated within the design. Exact specifications will be dependent upon the customer’s requirements, size 

of container and the selected fuel type. 

 

   
 

Integrated fuel storage 

Fuel storage area will normally be incorporated within the same container and designed to maximise space and fuel feed efficiency. 

The most popular fuel types are wood pellets and wood chip. Ashwell biomass has its own fabrication facility and is able to construct 

most of these fuel bunkers in-house to design specifications.  
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Benefits of Biomass Heat Cabins 

 

� Ease of installation – ‘plug in and go’

� Lower cost alternative to building a boiler house

� A portable solution - the cabin  is easily movable

� Shorter lead times for planning 

� RHI income guaranteed for 20 years

� Tried and tested technology 

� Full support, back up and training packages available

 

     
 

 

Ashwell Biomass Heat Cabin Solutions 

Ashwell Biomass have designed, built and installed many heat cabins both across the UK and also worldwide.  

examples:  

 

The Abernethy Trust 

 

The Abernethy Trust operates a number of outward bound 

centres for children.  Ashwell Biomass was responsible for the 

design, build, installation, funding and on

maintenance  of biomass heat cabins at three of their centres, 

replacing older less efficient fossil fuel boilers. 

 

  
 

Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) scheme     

The UK government has introduced the RHI scheme

encourage the switch to heat generated by 

This subsidy applies to qualifying biomass installations:

� Up to 5.24p paid per kWh of useful heat 

� Tariff is dependent on the size of boiler

� Payable to owner of the equipment 

� Payable on a quarterly basis, guaranteed for

� Immediate eligibility  

See our website for full details 
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Biomass have designed, built and installed many heat cabins both across the UK and also worldwide.  

a number of outward bound 

l Biomass was responsible for the 

design, build, installation, funding and on-going service and 

maintenance  of biomass heat cabins at three of their centres, 

replacing older less efficient fossil fuel boilers.  

 

 

Sandown Court Towers   

As part of a £3.3 million pound grant funding project to improve 

the energy efficiency of the 244 flats 

built and installed a 950kW 

Court Towers. The project required an innovative solution in 

order to minimise the space required for the heat cabins whilst 

maximising the space available for the wood pellet stor
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by renewable sources. 
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Biomass have designed, built and installed many heat cabins both across the UK and also worldwide.  Here are some 

 

 

As part of a £3.3 million pound grant funding project to improve 

the energy efficiency of the 244 flats Ashwell Biomass designed, 

950kW heat cabin solution at Sandown 

project required an innovative solution in 

order to minimise the space required for the heat cabins whilst 

maximising the space available for the wood pellet store.

 


